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.A NEW AUTOMOBILE BOAT. 
A N AMP H I B IOU S eRA F T. 
A FRENCH inventor, J. Ravailler, has devised a self­
propelling vehicl� which can navigate the water like 
an ordinary motor boat and also travel overland like 
an automobile. The official tests of the boat, recently 
made in the presence of M. Barthou, the Minister of 
Public Works, arid other distinguished persons, were 
crowned with complete success. To tourists who make 
use of this amphibious vehicle canals, rivers, and lakes 
will present no serious difficulties, as they can be 
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boxes. Threll forward speeds and one backward speed 
are provided. Coupling, retarding and speed-chang­
ing levers, a differential brake worked by a pedal, and 
a brake lever acting on the rear wheels complete the 
mechanism of propulsion on land. Steering is effected, 
as in an ordinary automobile, by a wheel passing 
through a stuffing box. 2. The variable speed driving 
shaft, prolonged backward, beyond the rear axle, may 
be connected, by means of a clutch, with a screw pro-
O]),FICIALLY ADOPTED BY THE FRENCH WAR OFFICE: THE "CAN OT-AUTOMOBILE" 
RA VAILLER LEAVING THE R OAD AND TAKING TO THE WATER. 
It cannot be said that an amphibious automobile is altogether a new idea; but a "canot-automobile" Invented by M. Ravailler. the engineer, 
is the first vehicle, of its kind to be ofticially adopted Ily any government for military or other purposes. It is believed that the machine, 
which has been handed over to the first regiment of engineers, at Versailles, by the French War Oftice, will'be of great value in scout­
ing, and in various other ways -for instance� for taking a line across a stream so that a temporary rope " bridge, II Hke that made 
possible by the rocket apparatus, may be fixed, The car has a 14-horse-power engine; can surmount grades of 15 per cent; 
has a road speed of about 35 kilometers an hour, and a speerl afloat of about 9 kilometers an hour. The transmission of 
the driving power from the wheels to the propeller, and vice versa, is as quick as it is simple. 
crossed with ease and comfort wherever moderately 
gentle and smooth slopes, natural or artificial, can be 
found for entering and leaving the water. 
The hull of the boat, which is made of steel plates 
riveted to steel ribs of T-shaped section, is mounted 
by means of springs on axles and wheels of pressed 
steel. The axles pass through water-tight tubes which 
traverse the hull. This part of the construction, which 
is very cleverly designed, is the invention of M. Gus­
tave Pitre, the naval architect of the Maisons Laffitte. 
The motor (constructed by Gontalier, of Vincennes) 
is placed near the bow. It drives, by means of a 
clutch of the disk type, two distinct systems of mech­
anism: L A variable speed shaft transmits the power 
tc the rear or driving wheels by means of chains and 
pinions, the arbors of which pass through stuffing 
peller at the stern of the boat, the connection being 
made by moving a lever placed at the left hand of the 
driver of the vehicle. The rudder and the front axle 
are turned by the same steering wheel. 
The capstan, which is seen at the bow of the boat, 
is turned by' a tangent screw which is driven by the 
motor, by means of a wheel and belt, and connected 
and disconnected by a loose wheel, or idler. 
The driving wheels, the propeller, and the capstan 
can be operated separately or simultaneously. 
The speed of the vehicle, as determined by numer­
ous trials, is 35 kilometers (21 %, miles) per hour on 
land and 9 kilometers (fi.6 miles) per hour in the 
water. 
The boat enters and leaves the water without any 
preparation or change, except in mechanical connec-
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tions. When afloat its stability is perfect, as is shown 
by one of the illustrations. It leaves the water and 
climbs the bank under the impulsion of its driving 
wheels if the ground is reasonably firm and the grade 
less than 15 per cent. If the bank is steeper or softer, 
'1 rope is fastened to a stake driven into the ground, 
and the boat is hauled up by the capstan. 
The equipment of the boat is completed by a pump 
for bailing, an anchor, a buoy, and a pair of oars and 
movable rowlocks for use in case of accident to the 
motor while afloat. 
The Ravailler automobile boat seems destined to 
r(nder valuable services to tourists. The best proof 
of the practical value of this invention is the fact that 
it has been purchased, together with all its patents, 
by an American. 
A BINOCULAR FALLACY. 
WE have been struck of late by the persistence with 
which the old myth with regard to the combination 
of colors by binocular vision holds its ground. Long 
ago it was demolished by Du Tour and by Wheatstone, 
but it is now revived, and actually made to serve as 
the basis of methods of producing stereoscopic photo­
graphs in natural colors. The ignorance which pre­
vails on the subject is evidenced by the fact that in 
one projected process the colors are assumed to com­
bine additively, while in another they have to combine 
on subtractive principles. Both cannot be right, while 
it is quite clear to anyone who has experimented with 
the binocular combination of colors that actually both 
are wrong. The result is not a mixture of the two col­
ors, but confusion. If, for example, one image is red 
and the other blue, in a stereoscopic slide we may in­
termittently see a violet image, but in between whiles 
we shall see alternating blue and red images. If, as 
an alternative experiment, we view a white object 
through blue and red glasses, we get very similarly 
changing effects, with the difference that the colors 
are so feeble as to look almost like neutral tints. One 
explanation of these variable phenomena is that the 
eyes always see alternately. This was advanced by 
Du Tour and a few others, but it is hardly a proved 
fact. Another suggestion is that the changes are due 
to non-coincident after-images, but this again is hardly 
feasible. Possibly the simplest and truest explanation 
is that our eyes are not constructed for the purpose of 
combining colors in this fashion. We know that if 
red and blue together strike one retinal unit in the eye, 
we get the sensation of violet; but there is no warrant 
for assuming that when red meets one retinal unit in 
the eye, and blue a corresponding unit in the other, 
we shall again get a sensation of violet. 
Theory has not a scrap of evidence to suggest 
that we should do so, while practice proves that we 
only do so occasionally and by a kind of a fluke. The 
neglect of both theory and practice must surely be re­
sponsible for these suggested color processes. It is 
interesting to note that we meet with a similar visual 
breakdown when we try to combine two quite dissimi­
lar monochrome images. Even when they are simple 
rCJgular line patterns, we do not see the two combined 
to form a more complex regular pattern. All we see 
is sometimes one pattern, and sometimes the other, 
while these appearances alternate with glimpses of 
what appear to be broken bits of each pattern. Wheat­
stone attempted an explanation which practically 
amounts to suggesting that the brain is inattentive 
to intelligence sent to it through the eyes when the 
two eyes simultaneously tell quite different tales. 
When we meet with two witnesses who spin quite dif­
ferent yarns, and both talk at the same time, the only 
thing to be done is to separate them, and make each 
tell his tale by himself, and it is quite reasonable to 
assume that this is what the brain does when its 
scouts, the eyes, contradict one another. It then stud­
ies the subject through the medium of each eye alter­
nately until some general idea is obtained.-The Brit­
ish Journal of Photography. 
According to the Electrical Review (London), the 
Admiralty have decided to erect a wireless telegraph 
station at Wick. An acre of ground has been leased, 
and provision will be made for a staff of twelve men. 
The station is to be equipped with the latest appliances 
for long-distance communication, and is expected to 
be in working order early next year. It is reported 
that the airship "Zeppelin III." has been proved capable 
of communicating by wireless telegraphy with stations 
at a distance of aoo miles. Nevertheless, the experts 
consider that, to insure successful communication, 
wood must be substituted for aluminium in the con· 
struction of the frames of airships of the rigid type. 
